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' V ' : ■' INTROmD,CTl0K \ ■■ ■ • ' . ' ■

Expressionismr ■H, e , an instantanebus projection of sensations 

and emjptionse " ' . - ■ . - . • : T

: Sncii a sincere and simple pur pose hasalw ay s drawn this 

writer' in the direction of the Expressionists 0 E arlier studies: of German 

Expressionism left me.with the awareness that one occasionally.feels . 

when he has m.et a personality to whom he is magnetic ally drawn - -  - yn

perhaps having known the per son only a few honr s.

. Taking Expressionism  as a new friend, I decided to; explore

and under stand and intimately acquaint myself with so magnetic a 

concepts The problem was to take what was felt, to be essential, absorb, 

it, and then develop a, pictorial style in mT own right, ' ■;

. 1 The firs t step wa s to- study and compar e the work of the / .

Expressionists., Seeking for the factor s influential upon them and the 

reasons therefor, I found that they readily grasped, mediums and 

methods which were the most direct, both in execution and in expression* 

In no way attempting to mold myself to their conce.pts, an attempt was ■ 

made to discover ,rwhat we had in common", to be developed to an • . 

expre ssiye. advantage * "  . . . . .  - - e .rp  : ■ ' :

1» ' P eter Selz,, German. Expre s sionist Painting, Berkeley, 
University of California P re  as, 1957, p* : 7,'' ;. . ; ■ ' '



I was stimulated by Kirchiter !s statement on Expressionism: 

"How basically differ ent are Germanic and Latin artistic  cr eations.. .

The German creates his. form  out of fantasy , out of h is inner vision 

and the form  of visible nature' is a symbdl to him. . . For the Latin, 

beauty lies in appearance, the other seeks it beyond things.

My feeling was that soon my inner visions and fantasies would 

begin to be dr awn upon for- expr ession. I wanted to paint that truth 

might be given to my visions:. It is easy to represent a false fantasy 5 

that is  something shallow, something which lacks imagination arid feeling. 

With minimum effort, this type of expr ession can. become m ere ca ri

cature, lacking in sincerity. It may be only a clever manipulation, of 

color relationships and color Shapes. Mow it is true that it w as desired 

that the pictures contain irtteresting color relationships, but this was not 

the prim ary goal. At this point, "Expressionism" was to enter. Of 

course "Expressionism", an abstract quality, cannot be dissected and 

described fully for the viewer . It will either be apparent or incompre

hensible. Be assur ed, however , that the a rtis t attempted with all her 

facilities: to evoke Such an interpretation in the viewer .

The pr oject was explor ed through two major media: oil painting 

and woodcut. Using the basic German Expressionist qualities of brilliant

2. Bernard Myer s, The German Expressionists , New York, 
P raeger, 1957, p. 128.
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color 3 direct application^ and emotive painting merging on the fantastic? 

I began to attempt to develop an. expression of my own. .



The actual scope of !'expressionism !l is  the broader sense of 

expressive as opposed, to structural or classical a rt, is  extensive and 

ca'n be found manife sted in almost all periods of a rt. The Gothic age 

was a great sour ce of inspiration for the German Expressionists: in

■ • ■ o
its  creative s emotive, imaginative, irregular dynamic form,

' 'Expre s sionism 'r, then^ i s  not confined only to the twentieth 

century. As is  often the case in the study of a r t history, hyppthetical 

categorieS are set up for the conyenience; of study and classification. 

When we refer to the 'Age of Expressionism ", we mean the time when 

there was' a  cpnscisus: organised effort a t producing this type of work,

Ac cor ding to evaluations' and eompar i sons', the dominant character i stic' 

in expr'essionistic a r t was an awareness of purpose.

An under current of expressionism can be traced in most 

periods: of a r t history, but may hot belabeled  as. such because it was 

not the dominant feature;. The tendency of the fourth century Roman: 

sculptor s towar d humanisation and the growth of emotion and sentiment 

reflects expr essionism, ^ The; straightforwar d, m atter -of-fact powerful

3,. Sels, op, cit.y p, 14,

4, Upjohn, Wingert, and Mahler, History of World A rt, New 
York, .Oxford University Pres's., 1958, p, l l l i
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statenxent3  produced an expressive impact in the fourth as. well as; the 

twentieth century.

Nor is expressionisrn confined only to the role of a defunct 

a r t  form. Evidence of this: is. the present popularity of "abstract ex

pressionism ".

Woodcuts of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries were 

influential in their angularity of style and emotional outpourings, &

Such names as  Eurer >. .Baldnng, Cranach $ and Grunewald were well - 

known to. the Expressionists.

When speaking of the German Expressionists, a division is 

usually made into two groups: Per Plane Reiter and Die Brucke, I 

per sonally feel that Pie Brucke is  the m ore pure form of expr essionism. 

Per Plane Reiter is the more intellectual of the twoj it is not a s  bold and 

loud in  its protests against society. Contrast the gentle, lyrical 

prim itivism  of Klee and CampeUdonk with the b ru tal, demonic power

of Nolde, K irchner, and Schmidt--Rottluff, The Plue Rider had. more

fields of in terest than Pie Brucke and Utilized a wider variety  pf naive,

exotic a n d  prim itivistic m aterials Also distingui shing Pie Priicke

5, Upjohn, Wingert, and Mahler, Op*o cit. , p. 119.

' 6  ̂ Myers, op. cit. , p. 121,

7. Ib id ., p. 201.
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vfas; the consistent turning to emotional subjectivity, to inribr values:

and symbolic strivings which gave its  a r t  a univer sal humanistic

8 ' - . meaning. v  ̂ ; . •

I mention this distinction so that the reader may be aware of

Die Brucke as my choice of referenee when speaking of the "Expres-

sionists'1. I include in this category such men a s: E rnst Kir chner,

Karl Schmidt-Rottluff, Emil Nolde, Otto M ueller, Erich. Heckel, - and

Max Pechstein. Mot to be overlooked are such, formulative influences

as. Van Gogh., Gauguin,, Munch, and certain prim itive a r t  forms.

The emotional bent was reinforced by the heaving form s and

powerful color s of Van Gogh. 9 Mis use of color offered a means of

setting the figur e in. motion even when it stood still. At Saint-Remy,
. i

Vincent produced paintings and drawings full of nervous movement, 

yiolehce, and twisted power. Even his cypress, trees expressed the 

writhing agony within.

The feeling for flat linear' and rhythmic expression, in. early 

Brucke painting is related to Gauguin. The Germans were stimulated

8 . Myer s's op. cit. , p. 121.

9. Ibid, p. 118.

10. Sheldon Cheney, The Story of Modern A rt, Mew York, The 
Viking P ress  , 1956s P« 293.

11. Myers, op. cit. , p. 117.



iu the direction, of the symbolic idea through him, and found in terest in 

the symhdlic Character' of his: a rt, its unifying of man and nature. fChis' ' \ 

symbolism was per Sohal and was embodied, in their strong color. :

Edvard. Munch, more than anyone, crystalized in his various i

pictures the desperation and tragedy of Inte: -nineteehth century Eur ope'. 12 

Hi s: painting, The. Sc r eam , wifh it s. torm ented attitude, is  often re ferred  :. 

to as the cry of the expressionist enveloped completely by; an oyer whelming 

univer se. This painting casts a peculiar captivating spell and I must •. 

admit to a heavy influence upon, myself through its emotive evocation. ■ 

Concerning Munch1 s own ideas on emotive painting, ; he wrote that ''Mb 

longer shotild you paint interior s. With men reading and women knitting.

There must be living .being;s Who; br eathe and feel and love and suffer.

I would paint; such pictures; in  a cycle. ■ People would under stand ' ’ •

the sacredUess of them and take off their hats as if they were in a

church. " 1 3  . ' ■ . \ ■.' \ fy ty.--.;

\:.The;-,Creatibhs;.pf;:-!Mnhch basically symbolize the powerlessness: :rv.V

of the iudiyidual before the great forces: of nature --  loye and death.

The people in the paintings and woodcuts seem under a spell as if they 

were possessed by something so completely that no power of individual

' ' IZ. Myers, op. cit. , p. l l 8 .'\ ' '; . . ■ . ; ■ ' ; ' - ■ - ' . ;

' - 13. F rederick Deknatel, Edvard Munch, Boston, Institute of 
Cbntemporary A rt, 1950, p. 18.
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Will or decision rem ained,

In color. Munch frequently depends on relationships of comple- 

mentaries or near-com plem entaries, reds or oranges against greens' 

and purples, as the major contrast. F u rther, he.makes use of predom

inantly somber tones with strong differences in light and dark for 

emphasis.

The Expressionists held great admiration for Mathias Grune-

waldo He penetrated to the core of human emotion and created a truth

that went far beyond the doubtful truth of reality , ^  His form was the

Yeas el of his emotion and the m astery of light, color, and line was
1 /

used only for the expression of inner feeling.

The woodcut, in its deformation of form, color, space and 

through its. use of flowing summary line, has be come the leading graphic 

medium of the twentieth century, ^7 R e v i v e d  at the end of the nineteenth 

century by people like Gauguin and Munch, the emotional and symbolic 

character given it expanded into the realm  of the Expre ssionists« .

Many Expressionist painters, especially those of Die Brucke showed

14, Deknatel, op, clt, , p, 18,

15, dels, op, citp, p, 17.

16. Ibid.

17. Myer s, op. c ite , p; 118.
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the effect of the woodcut technique in theiir painting sr Kir chner, Schmidt- 

Rdttluffj and Heckel - -  while Nolde displayed a very close relationship 

between his various graphic techniques, and his paintings.

Much has been Written about the aims of the Expre s sionists, 

both by them solve s and by c ontempor a:ri e s» For the intere s t of viewpoint, 

I shall lis t a few phrases*

Hermann Bahr wrote on Expressionism from the point of yiew 

of esthetic theory: ":«;a»the aim of the painter s of this newest trend is , 

as it were., eye-music* Their purpose is not the imitation of nature| 

therefore due does them injustice when one takes nature as a standard 

for their paintings. 1 8  •";/ , - . ^

Ivan do ll, an expressionist w rite r:' ''We no longer paint for 

the sake of a r t , but for the sake of people 1 ' 19

KirChner stated that "It is something secret, that which lies  

beyond people and things, beyond coior s and fram es, and which reunites 

everything with life and perceptable appearance — that is  the beautiful 

thing I seek. " Further , "* „ „I wanted to express the richness and 

the jOy of living , to; paint humanity at work and at play in it s r ea ctions

18® Seiz, op® cito, p» 10®

19* Myer s, op® b it®, p®, 123, 

.2 0 '* '' Ibidg ,' p t 126.



and interreaction:s» 1 To express' love as well as: hatred, ^

Wilhelm Worringer (born 1 8 8 1 ) became one of the spokesmen of 

expressionism  and felt that it was a revolt of the spirit against sensualism .. 

and realism . Ih an important a rtic le , published in 1 9 1 9  in .Genius, 

Worringer said, "The exciting element of expressionism , seen within 

the history iof a rtis tic  development, was that - within the narrow, . 

post-medieval European, framework - it ms.de the firs t completely 

consistent attempt to carry  through, the experiment of a complete ' 

spiritualization of expr essions,

Goethe, the philosopher, recognized the inherent tendency 

toward expressionistic a r t  and wrote in a previous century: "Painting 

predicates what man. wants: to see, and what man ought to see, not 

what he or dinar ily se e s«, If one r  eally ne e ds a pr ogram of Expr e s si on-' 

ism , this is it. 9^^ • :

21s, . Myer s , op, c it, , p. 128,

22, Selz, op, eit, , p, 9,

23, Ibid,', p. 10,
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CONTEXT

Paintings

Plate 1 illustrates the beginning of this excursion into Expres

sionism. Using standard oil paint on canvas board, a flat, closed 

composition was firs t sketched, then painted. L ater, this sketching 

was to be eliminated. A dominant complementary color scheme was 

used to give the paintings a “vibratory 11 quality. The hues are very 

intense, each calling for recognition by the viewer. There is not much 

breaking -up into shapes within the basic forms,  but instead they are 

handled as large areas of flat color. This, too,was to change in later 

paintings, for we shall find that the basic shapes will be broken into 

smaller areas.

The background and figures are not yet integrated. Each is 

noticed seperately, the figures being sharp and defined while the back

ground is of a somewhat misty vapor. I later brought this problem to 

a more satisfactory solution.

The variation of value within each major shape is subtle 

compared to the way it is to be sharp and defined in later paintings.

The face of the male figure on the right is a good example of the 

vibrating restless  quality that the paint can project. The two sides of 

the face seem to be each fighting for space, receding and advancing.

12
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, • I feel, in this painting more than any other» a heavy inflM.e.nce ■

of Muncho The central figure, the woman, particularly brings to min.d 

the possessed figures in some of Munchts worko The atmosphere of 

eerie and dream-like surroundings envelops all; this;, too-, is, related ;

to Munch, h: / . .4::y  . : y j :  . ', y; - '--.J : :d;' h ; V

An 'expressionistic quality is sought through the use of color,

: not necessarily through subject m atter., but by adjusting and rearranging 

intensities, value a, hues and shapes. To quote Peter Selz:' 'h . »I3e^ , ■ " 

liberate brutalization of form and clumsiness of gesture. ». expressed 

in  unclear backgrounds and lack of detail and modeling. ,r - I was. later . 

to' advance to, such a point that both .my use of color and subjeet m atter . 

would contribute equally to pr ojeet an. expre ssive interpretatioh. '

Plate 2 shows an attempt to break away from  standard figure , 

iepresentatibn. The areas of color ar e .more broken, causing the eye . 

to race throughout the composition at an almost frenzied pace. Again, , 

a dominant use of complements &nd near-complements, isno ted , specif- 

idaily. cadmium orange and viridian, . The• manipulation Of in tense',chr;bma:; 

m arks a path for the eye to follow; entering the picture with the figur e 

standing in the for egr ouhd, the eye tray el s. arOund the forms, and ’ 

intensities in  a cir cular motion and finally rests' on the crossed yellow d;.-

24. Myer s,, op. cit. , p. 123. . . ' , • . ^
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leg. From  this point, the journey is repeated and contains the eye 

AAfitmn the compo;Sitioii. ■■ . .

The brilliance of the hackgrourid with its broad areas in con- ■ 

tra s t to the br oken ar eas, within the figure s., setting itself apart as 

a background, approaches a more succe ssful integration of backgrbuttd 

with figures;. The fantastic, figures evolved from the color shapes as 

they were: placed npon the canva s , beginhing; as  a composition of colbr 

organization. In other words, the composition was not previously 

sketched as before. Instead, the forms, materiali%ed as the picture grew./ 

Tensions: are set up between the figures, and the' depth of pictorial 

space has become greater than in the firs t painting. A more dynamic 

placement of figur e s adds inter est and movement, pr ev.ipnsly' ab sent.

In approach, the Second picture was an attempt at spontaneity 

in application of c d l o r  and in  the evolution of an image. Bxpr es sionistic 

paiirting is  generally a  spontaneous activity seldom reworked or be

labored. Perfection of technique is. purely a secondary consideration:, 

with firs t place given to the necessity of setting forth, a bare truth.

Plate 3 reproduces a portrait placed dynamically upon the 

picture plane, spontaneous and direct in  application. The facial plane s 

ar e broken up into a  series of distinct color a reas contrasting with . :

la rger areas in the background, of the same degree of intensity. -

The shapes of the eyes, the eyebrow, and the lips work to-
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gether in a very important pattern; each shape is a modification of the

other. The intensity and shape around the mouth area adds expressive-
\

ness to the portrait. Again, chromatic intensity dominates; saturated 

color tries to be the vehicle of expression.

I tried to portray the essence of the personality of the individual 

rather than the distinct features. In popular terminology, this could 

be called "psychological portraiture".

Plate 4 is of another attempt at po rtra itu re , this time handled 

differently from the preceding one. One-half of the face, as well as 

one hand, is treated with a certain amount of detail, while each of the 

other parts is rendered rather mistily to achieve a contrasting effect.

The broad area of blue on the shoulder and behind the head is ,

I think a successful mergirg of the figure with the background. T reat

ment of subject matter and use of color approaches equal importance 

in this painting.

The painting seen in Plate 4 is not as great an attempt at 

psychologica 1 portraiture as was the painting in Plate 3. It is more 

of an attempt at clever manipulation of form , color , and line relation

ships with an obvious use of clashing colors deliberately designed to 

have an effect opposite from the usual eye -pleasing scheme. For this 

reason, I do not feel it is as "honest" as the other paintings because it 

tries too hard to be "expressive". It seems to me to be "forced
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expression". I place this painting in this series so that the viewer might 

find a means for comparison of what I term  "sincere" and "insincere" 

expressionism.

Plate 5 illustrates the most successful of the three portraits 

in an honest attempt at psychological portraiture. The brushstrokes 

in this painting are each quite visible, adding structural strength and 

form. Color areas are broad but with less intensity than in the third 

painting.

I wanted specifically to give emphasis to the eyes, and achieved 

this prim arily through value contrast, used only in that area of the 

painting. The eyes are a great penetrating factor in the personality 

of the model; the painting, I feel, communicates this.

By surrounding the face with muddy greens and yellows and 

creating a contrast in intensity, the more intense areas are made 

important.

Visible brushstrokes may be noted in both the areas of the 

chin and the h a ir , magnifying directness in application and expression.

The dominant color scheme is one of analogous colors contrasted 

occasionally by complements. Previously, the dominant color relation

ships had been those of complements and near-complements.

Plate 6, Mother and Child, shows a return to the comple

mentary scheme, depending more heavily upon color than subject for
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a.n expressive communication. Modeling of the child-figure in different 

values of green contrasts with, the mother -figure modeled in value s of 

orange, ' , ; ■

Attempting to communicate a loving ee mb race, I portrayed the 

mother as gently and securely holding the babe in her a-rms,. The 

attitude of the hands is almost as  great a vehicle of expression as 

the nse ht'chldrf ''. v-i; . \ li-h'' - .

The subject was arrived at by firs t manipulating color shapes 

and adjustiug values. In other words, I didn't begin with a drawing of 

a mother and .child to be 1 'filled,in" with color. As one color shape 

calls' f  or another in the pr oce s s of painting , the subconscious vision 

slowly took form , giving birth, in this case, to the expression of a 

mother and child,

Plate: 7 represehts a culmination of all the previous paintings; 

it is a resu lt of the- lessons learned consciously and:unconsciously, 

through the series, by trial, and e rro r. Inhibitions were thrown off, 

finally ^ rm ittin g  freedom of expression, A. satisfactory solution for 

the integration of subject and background, has been evolved; contrasts 

Of values, intensities, form, and line contribute to a more clearly 

hexpr e ssive " statement than, had yet been attained.

It seems evident enough that painting can be many different ' 

things to many different people,,and there is no way to judge which



Plate 7



is  the most yalicL To have belief and purpose in my oyrn painting, 

and yet at the same time to; accept and respect the ideas of others:, is 

ydiat I;Seefc t e d n o V : v '' .  ̂ V':. \ t. • ,';h . '

My conviction, lies: in the expr es sive quality of painting, I 

feel very strongly about the importance of expres;sing ideas on. canvas 

in the most dir ect and quick manner possible. By dir ect, 1 mean the 

most immediate recording of an emotion upon the canyas. as it emerges 

and groyrs within the artist® Further, I believe that this directness 

can be brought to: such a point that the r eleasing and recor ding of an. 

emotion can be a simultaneous, activity. In other words, a  painting, 

in the highe st meaning , is an '^extension of self ir0

On. the other hand, I do; not consider painting to be mer ely 

automatic writing or belieye that the bnly equipment necessary  is  a 

twisted, tormented soul. Expressed emotion is one thing, emotional 

painting is another« I can throw a glass across the. room (motivated by 

either joy or anger) and expr ess. myself quite adequately, but to; achieve 

the same, eyplpsiye effect in  a  painting, r equires, release through a 

different channel. As W arr en S. Smith so aptly stated the pr oblem: 

"His (the a rf is tts) effort is hot to eliminate his emdtions, but rather 

to control and use and express them for h is purposes:", ^5 . .. .,

- .25. V arren  S.. Smith, "Artist in  the Community of Scholars", 
The Bulletin of American Association of Univer'sity Pro-fes.sor s , June,
iw f ,  p.' 239.
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In the process of painting, numerous rejections and adjust

ments are in action, both, consciously and. unconsciously. The result 

is a. constant obtrusive and unobtrusive control.

By the nature- of the brushstrokes and by the use of yalue and 

color} each stroke seems to turn into form. In this last painting, 

there was no attempt at modeling an arm  or a head or a hand; one 

would almost say that they emerged from  the brush as the brush con

tacted the canvas. The painting is not reworked nor is it belabored.

It is direct and fresh and immediate; because, of th is , I feel it is truthful 

and honest in its expression.

Contained in the seventh painting are muted areas  which .

contrast against bold swift brushstrokes. ; A reas of compact form are 

supported by areascof intangible form. Variations of this sort supply 

strength and support, enabling a more dynamic expression,;

Again, the chromas a re  intense. Cadmium red, yellow-orange 

the blues, greens, and violets, all cry out for acknowledgement. They 

a re  related companions trying td stimulate a reaction: in  the beholder.

The viewer may wonder what it is. that this painting is. trying 

to express. That is answerable only by the viewer him self because 

expressionism requires active participation from the observer. Per hap

loye .or hate - -  but however he reacts is for him  to decide. My sincere 

desire  is: that he dpes react in some way.



Woo'dcuts

A,s: the G'erman Expr e s sioni sts were ,drawn to the medium of 

woodcut, I also felt the desire to explore its: possibilities" of expression.

The woodcuts I present here were bggun. approximately at the 

same time as the painting in Plate 7. Both media are related  in purpose 

and motivation. The purpose is  to communicate beyond m ere manipu

lation of form, color , value, etc. The motivation is an inner emotion 

which-must be channeled and released and expressed.

Unlike the medium of pdin.t, wood demanded, that I fir st sketch 

my composition. This does: not, in my opinion, diminish the possibility 

of directness, since each medium dictates a few rule s. compatible with 

its natural make-up.

The print shown, ih Plate. 8 was. made from a large piece of 

plywood cut with regular oval and v-shaped cutting to o ls .. As mentioned 

above, I f irs t roughly sketched the figures directly onto the wood and, 

from  the sketch, immediately began to carve, guided prim arily  by 

contrasts of large areas.

A correlation between, the paintings and woodcuts; may be . 

drawn here. . Wher eas in paint I was guided by contrasts of pigment, 

here I w as guided by contrasts of yalue.

The textural possibilities of the medium are apprehended in 

the second woodcut, but even in this f irs t one, the quality of wood is
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truly retained.

For expressive purposes, I wanted arrested  movement in a 

few lines aided by striking patterns of black and white. The carved 

line in a woodcut is just as great a vehicle of expression as a brush

stroke loaded with energy.

In Plate 8 we see two figures in contraposition creating a 

taut line of tension between them. Brutality of form eliminates the 

necessity of detail enabling a more spontaneous expression. Sim

plicity is imperative for truth to my purposes.

The attitude and gesticulation of the hands are as important 

for communicating expression in the woodcuts as may have been noticed 

in the paintings. This is an influence from the paintings carried over 

into the woodcuts.

The second print (Plate 9) makes greater use of line and 

wood texture than did the firs t. Contours become dominant and mag

nify arrested  motion.

Again the hands are emphasized and play an important role 

in the atmosphere of the picture. Areas of black against white con

tras t boldly and simply, resulting in immediate interpretability.

As in the paintings, boldness and directness are basic tools 

but varyingly applied as the m aterial dictates. Related is the choice 

of human figures for the subject m atter, each dynamic and restless
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in. fo-rznu . • .

By the use of both painting and. woodcuts an expressive com

munication has been attempted; the judgment of success lies, in the 

eye of the heholder e



■ . : . ' : m m - 'v";> ' : \

 ̂ I would consider myself foolish were I to attempt to draw 

any dogmatic c;Qncinsions from, the work presented her e.

Mo neW theorems, have been sub stantiated for hi story; I have 

.own

cr eative deve 1 opment; an atternpt has. been made at eaph interval to

or ejqplaining a piece, of work, that attempts to . ; 

be- creatiye is  also: somewhat disillnsioning. "Webster defines creation 

as  "Act of creating, or fact of being created; specifo S the act of causing 

to: exist. * '■ . ■;

. - : . Recalling that scholar s still .disagr ee oyer the how .and why ' 

of a creation so important as. our universe, I feel presumptyous in > 

trying to giye tangible proof and concrete answer s for my Offering. ' 

f The words George Bernard. Shaw placed in the month of 

Saint Joahw ell state my conclusion:: "Well, I have to find reasons : 

for you because you do not believe in my vo ices.. .  But the voices 

come fir st, and I find the reasons a f te r . . . u

2 6 , Warren .Smith, Op. city , p. 2 3 9 .
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